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Abstract

In this paper, we survey some of the results which have been obtained
the last ten years on the control of hybrid and timed systems.

1 Introduction

Timed and hybrid systems. Timed automata are a well-established and widely
used model for representing real-time systems. Since theirdefinition by Alur
& Dill in the 90’s [3], many works have investigated this model, both from a
theoretical and an algorithmic point of view. Several toolshave been developed
for model-checking timed automata [12, 27] and have been used for verifying
industrial case studies.

Hybrid automata can be seen as an extension of timed automata, but they have
in fact been defined and studied roughly at the same time [19].Though most
verification problems for this model are undecidable, many works are devoted to
its study, by providing for instance decidable subclasses or approximation algo-
rithms.

Control of timed and hybrid systems. To deal withopensystems,i.e. systems
interacting with an environment (which is the case for most embedded systems),
model-checking may not be sufficient, and we better need tocontrol (or guide)
the system so that it satisfies the specification, whatever the environment does.
More formally, thecontrol problemasks, given a systemS and a specificationϕ,
whether there exists a controllerC such thatS guided byC satisfiesϕ (see [30,
31] for initial papers on the control of discrete event systems). Since the mid-
90’s, work on the control of real-time systems is flourishing(see all references
mentioned along this paper).
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Positioning of this survey. In the literature, several formalisations of the con-
trol problem have been proposed, some of them are based on a two-player game
formulation where the “controller” plays against the “environment”. Mostly, re-
sults in one framework can be translated into another framework, but care needs
however to be taken. In this paper we focus on “control games”, an asymmetric
formulation where the “environment” player is somehow morepowerful than the
“controller” player (the controller has to fix his strategy,and this strategy has to be
winning whatever the environment does). This is a frameworkrelated to the one
considered for instance in [15, 16, 9, 8]. A very close framework based on control
maps is considered also in [4, 21]. In the literature, we can find more “concurrent”
(and thus symmetric) formulations where both players independently choose a de-
lay and an action to be performed after that delay, and actioncorresponding to the
shortest delay is done [1], or a joint play is obtained with these two choices [20].

Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we will present basic notions on timed sys-
tems. In Section 3, we define the problem of control for timed systems we will
consider, and explain how the basic safety and reachabilitycontrol problems can
be solved for the class of timed automata. We also shortly explain for which other
external specifications languages (like timed automata, temporal logics, etc.) we
can solve the control problem. In the previous section, there is an (implicit) hy-
pothesis that the controller has complete information on the system. This is a
restrictive hypothesis, which we relax in Section 4: under apartial observabil-
ity assumption, the control problem becomes very difficult, and even the simplest
control problems (reachability and safety) become undecidable, except if we re-
strict the resources of the controller. In Section 5, we briefly give some results
concerning the control of two subclasses of hybrid systems,namely rectangular
hybrid automata and o-minimal hybrid automata. We finally give some conclu-
sions and mention some current challenges in Section 6.

2 Timed Automata

2.1 Preliminaries

Timed words. Let R≥0 be the set of non-negative reals andQ≥0 be the set of
non-negative rational numbers. LetΣ be a finite alphabet. Atimed wordover
Σ is a (possibly infinite) sequenceσ = (a1, τ1)(a2, τ2) . . . overΣ × R≥0 such that
τi ≤ τi+1 for every 1≤ i < |σ| (where|σ| denotes the (possibly infinite) length of
σ). If σ is infinite, it isnon-Zenoif the sequence{τi}i∈N is unbounded.



Clocks, operations on clocks. We consider a finite setX of variables, called
clocks. A valuationoverX is a mappingv : X→ R≥0 which assigns to each clock
a time value inR≥0. We noteVX (or V when it is clear from the context) the
set of valuations overX. We use~0 to denote the valuation which sets each clock
x ∈ X to 0. If t ∈ R≥0, the valuationv+ t is defined as (v+ t)(x) = v(x) + t for all
x ∈ X. If Y is a subset ofX, the valuationv[Y ← 0] is defined as: for each clock
x, (v[Y← 0])(x) = 0 if x ∈ Y and (v[Y← 0])(x) = v(x) otherwise.

The set of(clock) constraints(or guards) over a set of clocksX, denotedG(X),
is given by the syntax “g ::= x ∼ c | g∧ g” where x ∈ X, c ∈ Q≥0 and∼ is one
of the comparison operators<, ≤, =, ≥, or >. We writev |= g if the valuationv
satisfies the clock constraintg, and is given byv |= x ∼ c if v(x) ∼ c andv |= g1∧g2

if v |= g1 andv |= g2. The set of valuations overX which satisfy a guardg ∈ G(X)
is denoted by~g�X, or simply~g� whenX is clear from the context.

Timed automata [2, 3]. A timed automaton(TA for short) is a 6-tupleA =
(Σ,X,Q, q0,−→, Inv) whereΣ is a finite alphabet of actions,X is a finite set of
clocks,Q is a finite set of states,q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,−→ ⊆ Q × G(X) ×
Σ × 2X × Q is a finite set of transitions, andInv : Q → G(X) assigns an in-
variant to every state. The timed automatonA is said to bedeterministicif
(q, g1, a,Y1, q1), (q, g2, a,Y2, q2) ∈ −→ implies ~g1� ∩ ~g2� = ∅. The class of
deterministic timed automata is denoted DTA.

A configuration ofA is a pair (q, v) whereq ∈ Q andv si a valuation over the
set of clocksX. The timed automatonA defines a timed transition system, made
of timed and discrete transitions. Atimed transitioninA is a transition of the form
(q, v)

t
−→ (q, v+t) where for every 0≤ t′ ≤ t, v+t′ |= Inv(q). A discrete transitionin

A is a transition of the form (q, v)
a
−→ (q′, v′) when there exists (q, g, a,Y, q′) ∈ −→

such thatv |= g∧ Inv(q), v′ = v[Y← 0], andv′ |= Inv(q′).
A run of A starting in (q1, v1) is a finite or infinite sequence of transitions

ρ = (q1, v1)
t1
−→ (q′1, v

′
1)

a1
−→ (q2, v2)

t2
−→ · · · , which alternates between timed and

discrete transitions. We will sometimes equivalently write it ρ = (q1, v1)
a1,t1
−−−→

(q2, v2)
a2,t2
−−−→ · · · . We write tw(ρ) the timed word associated to the runρ, that is

the finite or infinite sequence (a1, t1)(a2, t2) · · · . If ρ is finite and ends in (qn, vn)
we writeLast(ρ) = (qn, vn). We writeRuns(A) (resp.Runsf(A)) the set of runs
(resp. finite runs) inA. We say thata ∈ Σ is enabledin (q, v) if there exists (q′, v′)
such that (q, v)

a
−→ (q′, v′). We say thatλ (a symbol used to express time elapsing)

is enabled in (q, v) if there exists (q′, v′) andt > 0 such that (q, v)
t
−→ (q′, v′). We

write Enabled((q, v)) the subset ofΣ ∪ {λ} of actions orλ enabled in (q, v).
The scrupulous reader may have noticed that we did not include an accept-

ing condition to timed automata. This is for simplicity, butwhen necessary (for



instance in Subsection 3.3), we will assume that there is an accepting condition
in timed automata, for instance a setF of accepting states for finite words, or a
set ofR of repeated states for defining a Büchi condition for infinitewords (and
we could consider more general accepting conditions like Muller, Rabin or parity
conditions). Acceptance of a timed word is defined classically and we writeL(A)
the set of timed words accepted byA.

2.2 Region automaton

Theregion automatonR(A) of a timed automatonA is a finite automaton, which
abstracts timed behaviours of a timed automaton into (untimed) behaviours. This
abstraction has been proposed by Alur & Dill in [2, 3] for deciding language
emptiness of timed automata. Indeed, each state of the region automaton is a class1

of an equivalence relation≡A (of finite index) over configurations which is atime-
abstract bisimulation: if (q1, v1) ≡A (q2, v2) and (q1, v1)

a
−→ (q′1, v

′
1) with a ∈ Σ,

then there exists (q2, v2)
a
−→ (q′2, v

′
2) such that (q′1, v

′
1) ≡A (q′2, v

′
2); if (q1, v1) ≡A

(q2, v2) and (q1, v1)
t1
−→ (q′1, v

′
1) for somet1 > 0, then there existst2 > 0 such that

(q2, v2)
t2
−→ (q′2, v

′
2) and (q′1, v

′
1) ≡A (q′2, v

′
2). We will not enter into more details

and better refer to [3] for the description of the region automaton construction.
However it is worth mentioning that this construction is thecore of numerous
decidability results for the model of timed automata.

3 Control of Timed Automata

3.1 The control problem

Several formulations of the control problem can be found in the literature. It is
sometimes defined as a game between acontrollerand a (possibly nasty)environ-
ment. The formulation we consider in this paper is an asymmetric game where the
environment is more powerful than the controller.

We define the control problem for a timed system given as a timed automaton,
but it could be easily generalized to other kinds of systems.A plant is a timed
automatonA = (Σ,X,Q, q0,−→, Inv) where the alphabetΣ is partitioned into two
subsetsΣc andΣu corresponding respectively to controllable and uncontrollable
actions. Intuitively, the controller will be able to perform controllable actions,
whereas the environment will be able to perform uncontrollable actions.

A controller strategy(or simply astrategy) is a partial functionf from the
setRunsf(A) to 2Σc∪{λ} such that for every finite runρ such thatf (ρ) is defined,

1called aregion.



f (ρ) ⊆ Enabled(Last(ρ)) and f (ρ) , ∅. The strategyf tells precisely what the
controller has to do: iff (ρ) ⊆ Σc, then a discrete controllable action off (ρ) has
to be done, whereas ifλ ∈ f (ρ), then it is possible to delay (or a discrete action
of f (ρ) can be done as well). Note that a strategy is not deterministic as it may
propose a set of actions inΣc ∪ {λ}. In the literature, several other notions of
strategies can be found.

A run ρ = (q1, v1)
a1,t1
−−−→ (q2, v2)

a2,t2
−−−→ · · · is saidcompatible with a strategy

f if for all i, writing ρi = (q1, v1)
a1,t1
−−−→ · · ·

ai−1,ti−1
−−−−−→ (qi , vi) we have that for all

0 ≤ t′ ≤ ti, λ ∈ f (ρi
t′
−→ (qi, vi + t′)), and if ai ∈ Σc, ai ∈ f (ρi

ti
−→ (qi , vi + ti)). A

maximal run w.r.t a strategy f(or simplymaximal runwhen f is clear from the

context) is either an infinite run or a run which satisfies: forall t ≥ 0, if ρ
t
−→ (q, v)

thenλ ∈ f (ρ
t
−→ (q, v)).

A strategyf is saidrealizableif for every finite runρ such thatλ ∈ f (ρ), there

existsδ > 0 such that for all 0≤ t < δ if ρ
t
−→ (q, v) thenλ ∈ f (ρ

t
−→ (q, v)). This

notion of realizability has been defined in [8] to avoid strategies which have no
compatible run, but is relevant for most control problems.

Given a plantA, a specificationS for A is a subset ofRuns(A). Intuitively
it corresponds to the desired behaviours of the plant. In thefollowing, we will
consider special cases of specifications such as reachability objectives, safety ob-
jectives, or external specifications.

If A is a plant andS a specification forA, a strategyf is winning from a
configuration (q,v)if all maximal runs starting in (q, v) compatible withf are in
the setS. A configuration (q, v) is saidwinning if there is a realizable winning
strategy from (q, v).

We can now formally define the control problem:

Problem (Control problem). Given a plantA, a specificationS and an initial
configuration (q, v), determine if there is a realizable winning strategy from (q, v).

A natural further question is to (effectively) construct winning strategies, if
one exists. In the rest of the paper, we will not devote much time to that subject,
though it is sometimes a non-trivial one.

3.2 Reachability and safety control

In this subsection, we consider two natural types of specifications: reachability
and safety properties. Intuitively, for a reachability specification, the goal for the
controller is to reach a set of good states, whereas for a safety specification, the
controller has to avoid a set of bad states.



LetA = (Σ,X,Q, q0,−→, Inv) be a plant, and letGoodandBad be two subsets
of Q, we define the two following specifications:















SGood = {ρ = (q1, v1)
a1,t1
−−−→ (q2, v2)

a2,t2
−−−→ · · · | ∃i qi ∈ Good}

SBad = {ρ = (q1, v1)
a1,t1
−−−→ (q2, v2)

a2,t2
−−−→ · · · | ∀i qi < Bad}

Problem (Reachability control problem). Given a plantA, a set of statesGood
and an initial configuration (q, v), determine if there is a realizable winning strat-
egy from (q, v) for the specificationSGood.

Problem (Safety control problem). Given a plantA, a set of statesBad and an
initial configuration (q, v), determine if there is a realizable winning strategy from
(q, v) for the specificationSBad.

We now explain how to solve reachability and safety control problems in the
timed framework [4]. A way of computing winning states for these specifications
is to compute theattractor of goal states by iterating acontrollable predecessor
operator. This is a classical method in the theory of classical (untimed) games for
computing winning states [18].

LetA be a plant. We define the controllable and uncontrollable discrete pre-
decessors of a set of configurationsA ⊆ Q×V as follows:

cPred(A) =























(q, v) ∈ Q×V

|
|
|
|
|

∃c ∈ Σc, c is enabled in (q, v),
and∀(q′, v′) ∈ Q×V,

(q, v)
c
−→ (q′, v′)⇒ (q′, v′) ∈ A























uPred(A) =

{

(q, v) ∈ Q×V
|
|
|

∃u ∈ Σu, ∃(q′, v′) ∈ Q×V s.t.

(q, v)
u
−→ (q′, v′) and (q′, v′) ∈ A

}

The setcPred(A) is the set of configurations from which we can enforce a
configuration ofA by doing a controllable action. The setuPred(A) is the set
of configurations from which the environment can do an uncontrollable action
which leads to a configuration inA. In the untimed (finite-state) framework, these
two operators are sufficient to define the set of configurations from which we can
enforce the setA in one step, this isπ(A) = cPred(A) \ uPred(A). Then, starting
from the set of configurations which are good, and iterating the operatorπ, we
can compute the set of configurations from which we can enforce the set of states
Good. Similarly (or dually), we can also compute the set of configurations from
which we can avoid the set of statesBad. Note that in the untimed framework,
these two problems are dual.

In the timed framework, these two discrete controllable anduncontrollable
predecessors are not sufficient, and we need to define a time controllable prede-
cessor operator of a setA of configurations: a state (q, v) is in π(A) if and only if



(1) it is possible to lett time units elapse for somet ≥ 0 and use a controllable
action to reachA and no uncontrollable action played before or att leads outside
A; or (2) A can be reached by just letting time elapse and no uncontrollable action
leads outsideA. Formally the operatorπ is defined as follows:

π(A) =



































(q, v) ∈ Q×V

|
|
|
|
|

∃t (q, v)
t
−→ (q′, v′), (q′, v′) ∈ cPred(A),

andPost[0,t](q, v) ∩ uPred(A) = ∅;
or ∃t Post[t,+∞)(q, v) ⊆ A,

andPost[0,+∞)(q, v) ∩ uPred(A) = ∅



































wherePostI (q, v) = {(q, v+ t) ∈ Inv(q) | t ∈ I } with I interval ofR≥0.

We now contruct an increasing and a decreasing version ofπ to solve respec-
tively reachability and safety control:πreach(A) = A∪π(A) andπsafe(A) = A∩π(A).
We noteπ∗reach(Good) = lim

k→+∞
πk

reach(Good) andπ∗safe(Bad) = lim
k→+∞
πk

safe(Bad).

Proposition 1 ([4]). LetA be a plant, letGood (resp. Bad) a set of good (resp.
bad) states. The set of winning states for the reachability specificationSGood is
π∗reach(Good), whereas the set of winning states for the safety specificationSBad is
π∗safe(Bad).

From this characterization of the set of winning states, we can deduce an al-
gorithm for computing the set of winning states for reachability and safety spec-
ifications: indeed it is easy to show that whenA is a union of regions (see Sub-
section 2.2), thenπ(A) is a union of region and can be effectively computed. So
the fixed pointsπ∗reach(Good) andπ∗safe(Bad) of πreachandπsafe respectively can be
computed after a finite number of iterations: the set of winning states can thus be
effectively computed.

Example.We develop a short example to illustrate how the controllable predeces-
sor operator acts. We assumeΣc = {c}, Σu = {u}, and the following plant with
Good= {q3}:

q0 q1 q3

q2

c, y := 0

y > 2, u

x > 2, c

y > 1, u

Figure 1: A plant to control



The computation of the fixed point is the following (we noteG the set of good
configurations we want to enforce,i.e. G= {(q3, (x, y)) | x ≥ 0 andy ≥ 0}):



















πreach(G) = G ∪ {(q1, (x, y)) | y ≤ 1 andx− y > 1}
π2

reach(G) = πreach(G) ∪ {(q0, (x, y)) | y ≤ 2 andy− x < 1}
π∗reach(G) = π2

reach(G)

The set of states from which the controller can enforce stateq3 is thusπ∗reach(G),
as described above. Thus, the initial configuration (q0, ~0) is winning. �

From the above fixed point computation, we can extract winning strategies
(like in the untimed framework [18]). However, strategies which are extracted
that way may not be realizable: this is for instance the case in the previous ex-
ample where the extracted strategy says “λ” on (q1, (x = 2, y)) (with y < 1) and
“c” on (q1, (x > 2, y)) (with y ≤ 1). It is then necessary to make the strategy
realizable [8].2

Moreover by adapting the PSPACE-hardness proof of the reachability prob-
lem in timed automata, one can show that reachability and safety control of timed
automata are EXPTIME-hard [21]. As the above-mentioned fixed points can be
computed in exponential time (because there is an exponential number of re-
gions [3]), we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Reachability and safety control problems in timed automataare
EXPTIME-complete.

3.3 External specifications

In the previous subsection we have investigated the controlof timed automata
for reachability and safety specifications; these are internal specifications as the
winning condition is given on states of the plant itself. Thecontrol problem for
various external specifications has also been considered.

External specifications given as timed automata. A natural external specifica-
tion is one given by a timed automaton. LetA be a plant andB a timed automaton
with an accepting condition for infinite words. We can seeB as a specification for
the plantA by definingSB = {ρ ∈ Runs(A) | tw(ρ) ∈ L(B)}.3

For this kind of specifications, the following decidabilityresults have been
proved:

2Note that the new realizable strategy might not be expressible as a timed automaton, even if
the former was definable as a timed automaton.

3Note that negative specifications likeS−
B
= {ρ ∈ Runs(A) | tw(ρ) < L(B)} have also been

considered in [15].



Theorem 3([15]). The control problem for specifications given as timed automata
over infinite words is undecidable. The control problem for specifications given as
deterministic timed automata over infinite words is decidable and can be solved
in 2EXPTIME.

The control problem for specifications given as (non-deterministic) timed au-
tomata is undecidable as inclusion of timed automata can be reduced to that prob-
lem. However a natural assumption when synthesizing timed systems is to restrict
the power of the controller by looking for a controller whichis a timed automaton
using a fixed number of clocks and a fixed set of constants. In that case, we say
that we fix thegranularityof the controller. This assumption is done for instance
for solving the satisfiability problem of the logicLν [26] or for various control
problems [15, 9, 6].

A granularity is a tripleµ = (k,m,K) wherek,m,K are integers. A timed
automaton is said of granularityµ if it usesk clocks and constants mentioned in
its constraints are of the formi

m with 0 ≤ i ≤ K. LetA be a plant, a strategyf for
A is saidµ-granular if it can be represented by a deterministic timed automaton
B of granularityµ. Formally if ρ is a run ofA compatible with strategyf andρ′

is the unique corresponding run inB then f (ρ) = Enabled(Last(ρ′)) ∩ (Σc ∪ {λ}).
The DTAµ-control problem for a specification given as a timed automaton over

infinite words then asks, given a plantA, a granularityµ, a timed automata over
infinite wordsB and an initial configuration (q, v), whether there is aµ-granular
realizable winning strategy from (q, v) for the specificationSB.

Theorem 4 ([15]). The DTAµ-control problem for specifications given as timed
automata over infinite words is 2EXPTIME-complete.

This result can be proved by reducing this control problem toa parity game
over a finite automaton (this automaton is obtained using some region construc-
tion).

External specifications given as formulas of (timed) temporal logics. Vari-
ous (timed) temporal logics have been used as specification languages for control
problems. We first focus on linear-time (timed) temporal logics. If φ is a for-
mula of some linear-time (timed) temporal logic, we writeSφ = {ρ ∈ Runs(A) |
tw(ρ) ∈ L(φ)} for the specification defined byφ (whereL(φ) is the set of models
of φ).

We assume the reader is familiar with the linear-time temporal logic LTL, and
better refer to [29] for the definition of this logic. The control problem for speci-
fications given asLTL formulas has been studied in [16]:

Theorem 5 ([16]). The control problem over timed automata for specifications
given asLTL formulas is 2EXPTIME-complete.



The technique used to prove this result relies on the construction of a tree
automaton (based on regions) which accepts all winning strategies.

The logic MTL [23] is a timed extension ofLTL with time constraints on
modalities. For instance, in this logic, we can write bounded response time prop-
erties like�(p→ ^≤5q) which says that every timep holds,q has to hold within a
time window of 5 time units. Similarly to specifications given as timed automata,
the control problem is undecidable for specifications givenasMTL formulas but
becomes decidable if we restrict toµ-granular strategies. However in this case the
complexity is much higher:

Theorem 6([6]). The control problem forMTL-specifications is undecidable. The
DTAµ-control problem forMTL-specifications is decidable and has non-primitive
recursive complexity.

It is worth reminding that already model-checking ofMTL is non-primitive
recursive [28], and that the halting problem of a lossy-channel system can be
simulated by anMTL model-checking problem. Roughly, using the power of the
controller, we can simulate with a control problem the halting problem of a perfect
channel system, which leads to undecidability. The decidability when fixing the
granularity of the controller is not based on regions, but ona better-quasi-order.

Branching-time (timed) logics have also been considered inthe literature. For
lack of space, and because it does not perfectly fit our definition of specifications„
we do not enter into details and better point out the corresponding references: [16,
17]. Finally, games for specifications given as formulas of the µ-calculus have
been studied in the rather different framework of symmetric timed games [1].

4 Partial Observability

In the previous section we have supposed that the controllerhas perfect informa-
tion on the plant: at any time, the controller knows in which state the plant is. In
this section, we consider the more general problem of control under partial ob-
servability: the controller has only partial information about the plant and should
control it whatever is the behaviour (observable or not) of the environment.

In this section we suppose thatΣu is partionned into two subsetsΣobs
u andΣunobs

u .
The actions ofΣobs

u are uncontrollable but observable, whereas the actions ofΣ
unobs
u

are not observable (and thus not controllable). The controllable actions ofΣc

remains observable.
We define a consistent strategy for the controller as a strategy which depends

only on observations of actions inΣc andΣobs
u . Let πobs be the projection of timed

words onΣc ∪ Σ
obs
u (which is defined in a natural way by erasing actions inΣunobs

u



and their corresponding dates), a strategy is saidconsistentif for all runs ρ and
ρ′ such thatπobs(tw(ρ)) = πobs(tw(ρ′)), then f (ρ) and f (ρ′) are simultaneously
(un-)defined, and when they are defined,f (ρ) = f (ρ′).

The control problem under partial observability is thus thefollowing:

Problem (Control problem under partial observability). Given a plantA, a
specificationS and an initial configuration (q, v), determine if there is a consistent
realizable winning strategy from (q, v).

If we consider specifications given as timed automata, the control under par-
tial observability is undecidable even for deterministic specifications. On the other
side, the decidability proof for the DTAµ control problem can be extended to par-
tial observability:

Theorem 7 ([9]). The control problem under partial observability for specifi-
cations given as deterministic timed automata over infinitewords is undecid-
able. The control problem under partial observability for specifications given
as deterministic timed automata over infinite words is decidable and 2EXPTIME-
complete.

Indeed, techniques used in [9] can be easily extended to showthat reachability
control under partial observability is undecidable. However it cannot be applied to
safety control under partial observability. We present here an original construction
which shows that safety control under partial observability is undecidable when
we consider non-Zeno controllers,i.e. controllers which generate only non-Zeno
behaviours (the fact that the controller has to be non-Zeno will be encoded in the
specification).

Given a plantA and a setBad of bad states we consider the specification
S¬Zeno

Bad = SBad ∩ {ρ | tw(ρ) is non-Zeno}.4 The safety control problem under
partial observability for non-Zeno controllers is given a plantA, a set of states
Bad and an initial configuration (q, v), determine if there is a realizable winning
strategy from (q, v) for the specificationS¬Zeno

Bad .

Theorem 8. The safety control problem under partial observability fornon-Zeno
controllers is undecidable.

The proof consists in reducing the halting problem of a 2-counter machine and
uses roughly the same encoding as the undecidability of the universality of timed
automata [3]. A configuration of a 2-counter machine withn states is encoded
by a timed word over the alphabet{b1, · · · , bn, a1, a2, a3}. We will encode the
first configuration of the 2-counter machine within the time interval [0, 1[, and
the time interval [i, i + 1[ will contain the encoding of thei th configuration of the

4recall thatSBad is the set of runs which avoidBad.



execution of the 2-counter machine. If the 2-counter machine is in statej and
counter values arec andd then the corresponding timed word should contain the
actionsb jac

1a
d
2a

e
3 between timei and i + 1 (the use ofa3 is explained later). To

express for example that the value of counter 1 does not change between thei th

and the (i + 1)th configurations we require that everya1 of the interval [i, i + 1[ has
a matchinga1 one time unit later and that there is noa1 in [i + 1, i + 2[ without a
matchinga1 one time unit earlier. Similarly, to express that the first counter has
decreased by one, we check that alla1’s apart the last one in the interval [i, i + 1[
has a matching one time unit later in [i + 1, i + 2[, and everya1 in the interval
[i + 1, i + 2[ is matched one time unit before by anothera1.

The use of actiona3 is as follows: we require that the first configuration is
encoded byb1ae

3 for somee ∈ N; then, after each configuration the number ofa3

must be decreased by one.

The plantA is the universal timed automaton. The set of controllable actions
isΣc = {b1, · · · , bn, a1, a2, a3}: the controller will play an encoding of the execution
of the 2-counter machine freely. We use a single unobservable action (we take
Σ

obs
u = ∅ andΣunobs

u = {u}) which can be used by the environment to check whether
the encoding played by the controller is correct. Non-deterministically and in an
unobservable way, the environment launches atestto check that the controller has
simulated the 2-counter machine correctly (that is it checks that all actions are
matched correctly one time unit later or earlier, as explained above).

If the environment discovers that the encoding is incorrectit goes to a bad
state and the controller loses. So the controller has to playa correct encoding for
winning. Moreover if the number ofa3 played during an interval [i, i + 1[ is null
and the goal state of the 2-counter machine has not been reached, then the plant
also goes into a bad state. So to control the plant properly, during the first time
unit the controller must play at leastn a3 wheren is the number of steps needed to
reachq. Then it just has to play a correct encoding leading toq to win the control
game.

Bad

x = 0,u

Σ\{a1}
a1, x := 0

x = 1, a1

x > 1,Σ

x < 1,Σ

Σ

Σ

Figure 2: Environment checking that everya1 is matched one t.u. later by ana1



On Figure 2, we give an example of how the environment can check that every
a1 is matched one time unit later by anothera1. Note that this construction works
only becauseu is not observable: as the controller cannot know when it is played
it has to always simulate correctly the 2-counter machine.

Note that this proof shows that both control by general strategies and control
by strategies defined by DTA (with non-fixed granularity) areundecidable. In
fact to show that control under partial observability by general strategies a slighty
simpler proof not involvinga3 actions can be done.

Recently, another framework for control under partial observability has been
developed [14], where observations are based on the visitedstates. Until now,
this work applies only to finite-state automata, and discrete-time timed (and even
hybrid) automata.

5 Control of Hybrid Systems

Hybrid automata are an extension of timed automata in which variables are not
clocks but are more general: they can for instance follow rules given by differen-
tial equations. This model, though immediately undecidable, is widely used and
studied (this is the topic of the conference HSCC which takesplace every year
since 1998). The literature on that subject is substantial,we can thus not give
an overview of all results on that subject, we thus select twokinds of models for
which decidability results can be obtained.

5.1 Rectangular hybrid automata

The model of rectangular hybrid automata is an extension of the model of timed
automata. It thus extends finite automata with real-valued variables, the enabling
condition for each discrete move is a cartesian product of intervals, and the first
derivative of each continuous variable is bounded by constants from below and
above. Checking reachability properties in that model is undecidable unless we
assume that they are initialized [22], which means that every transition changing
the slope of a variable has to reset it.

In that context, the control problem for safety specifications is undecidable for
rectangular timed automata [22]. Several simpler control problems have thus been
considered.

Sampling control. In this framework, the controller performs actions every time
unit (or everyδ if δ is the sampling rate of the controller). When the sampling rate
is known in advance, the safety sampling control problem forrectangular hybrid



automata is decidable [21]. When the sampling rate is not known a priori, the
problems becomes undecidable [11]. Recently a new notion ofsampling has been
proposed [24], and it would be interesting to check whether the control problem
can become decidable in this (more natural) framework.

Time-abstract restriction. In these games, when the strategy is to wait, it is not
possible to bound the time which is waited, and the environment chooses when the
next discrete action happens. In this framework, the strategy to wait is viewed as a
discrete action, and this somehow “untimes” the system. Under this time-abstract
restriction, rectangular hybrid games are decidable [13],even for specifications
given asLTL formulas [20].

5.2 O-minimal hybrid automata

O-minimal systems [25] are hybrid systems which have very rich continuous dy-
namics (for instance polynomial and exponential functionscan be used), but have
limited discrete behaviours (at each discrete step, all variables have to be reset).

The control of such systems is not always decidable as o-minimal structures
(and thus reachability) are not necessarily decidable. However if we restrict to
decidable structures the (safety and reachability) control of o-minimal hybrid sys-
tems is decidable [7].

The technique of the proof is standard as it uses a computation of controllable
predecessors over a symbolic representation of the state-space. However there is
a major difference with the case of timed automata: in o-minimal hybrid systems,
time-abstract bisimulation is not the right tool to computethe set of winning states.
A finer bisimulation calledsuffix-partition has to be used to prove decidability.
Moreover if the system is controllable, a strategy can be defined in the underlying
structure.

6 Conclusion

The control of timed and hybrid has been the core of much research these last
ten years. In this paper, we have focused on a formulation of the control problem
which is an asymmetric two-player game between the controller and the environ-
ment. We have given several results concerning the control problem, from the
simplest reachability and safety control problems of timedautomata to more in-
volved control problems like the control for external specifications, under partial
observability, or for more general systems like subclassesof hybrid automata.

These last years, an extension of timed automata with costs has been studied,
which can be used for modeling resource consumption in timedsystems. These



automata are simple linear hybrid automata with a single hybrid variable (which is
an “observer” variable), and can used in a formulation of timed games with an op-
timization criterion on the cost. Those kinds of games have direct applications for
modeling for instance scheduling problems, and have been recently much studied.
We refer to [5] for a recent survey on this model.

In 2005, the tool Uppaal TiGA has been developed, which solves the safety
control problems of timed automata, symbolically and in a forward manner [10].
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